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Software Engineering
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SOFTWARE ENGINEEHING
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Each question carries equal . marks.
Take appropriate assumption(s) as and when required.
Answer the following : (any seven)
(1) Define fault and failure.
(2) Write in brief on software quality.
(3) What is "divide and concrir" ?
(4) What do you und.erstantl by physical DFD ?
(5) Explain in brief about software characteristic.
(6) List out some goal of software engineering.
(7) What are Umbrella activites ?
(8) What is the importance of Modularity ?
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Answer the following :
Qp<t1 Explain characteristics of SRS.
m Describe functional testing.
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Refinement are complimentary concepts".
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Write a note on "SI)LC effort distribution".
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3 (A> Answer the following :
- Y>oo\ VoV,-qf List out the steps of transform or Transaction flow.
btt\
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*.(1) What are design specifieations
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(1) List the circumstances

under which you recornmend
that prototyping should be used as means of validating
system 'requirements. What are the difficulties that
might arise when using prototyping approach ?
Explain black box testing.
Answer the following :
@.--Write advantages of using SRS.
Define the tern QFD and give its importance.
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Explain the role of system analyst. --rBriefly explain testing objectives

Attempt any
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"Design Heuristics".
**il}LDiscuss
Answer -the following (any-
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5 aYou are asked to develop a software for your college,
/ gru" your assumptions for developing "Student Management
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System" for your college and do the following :
(1) Give a brief description of following modules that you
will include : student attendance, Result, Stud.ent
. Admission and students per{ormance.
(2) Give a deta dictionary for above all meflulss.
(3) Draw a context level diagram and create a data flow
diagram up to lst level separately for all the modules.
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